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New satellites & Resources


Badr-7 satellite @26° contract was signed to be launched in Q3 2015.
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Satellite RFI: the big 4!

Problems:

Solutions:
Proactive…

1.

Improper Installations

 Training & Certification

2.

Sub-Standard Equipment

 Type Approvals
Reactive…
 Carrier ID

3.

Unidentified Carriers

4.

Insufficient Incident Coordination  Data Sharing Centre

GVF Certification and Type Approvals

 ARABSAT has certified all its Operations staff with GVF (510, 520
AND 521) to provide adequate support to customers . In addition to
Extended Host, which includes the typical HOST program and a class
room rehearsal of the on-line training course
 ARABSAT has enrolled 39 of its customers on GVF to stop
interference before it happens.
 GVF has approved one of our engineers as an examiner and now
ARABSAT is authorized to administer the GVF Hands On Skills Test.
ARABASAT is working to establish a training centre to educate its
customers and leverage installers skills.

Noise & Interference
Interference Events in 2012

 Lack of Education was the main reason behind most of nonIntentional Interference, through GVF Certification, we have
reduced the number of Interference incidents.

Carrier ID & Data Sharing

 ARABSAT is evaluating the products incorporating carrier-ID
capability into their technology to confirm it readiness for
implementing Carrier ID with Broadcasters on ARABSAT Satellites.
 Space Data Association led initially by SES, Intelsat and
Inmarsat, ARABSAT has recently in 2012 became a member of the
SDA
 ARABSAT Made a successful workshop (Educational Session) with
one of the major Broadcaster in the Region using Cometch modem

What is Harmful Interference?

 Technically, emitting interfering signal over authorized Transmission
operating on Satellite Space capacity to prevent concerned users
receiving services on this Transmission.
 Harmful Interference could be due to Political or Economical ,,etc
factors.
 Most Harmful interferences are targeting Broadcasting sector to
prevent certain media or content reaching the viewers. News
channels are most targeted by such interference

 Jammers, usually uses different types of Interfering carriers , the most
common is the CW Carrier.
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RF Interference Targets DTH
20°E

Today, ARABSAT operates 5 satellites, at
its 4 orbital positions.

Complemented by additional satellite, in
2015.

This will provide in-Orbit Back-up & major
Growth Capacity for our Voice & Data
customers
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Why Harmful Interference incidents increased?

 Harmful Interference incidents had increased in 2011 In conjunction with
the Arab Spring and political situation in the MENA Region.

Interference Events in
2011

Intentional
interferenc
e
9.7%

NonIntentional
interferenc
e
90.3%
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Harmful Interference on ARABSAT Fleet

 Deliberate jamming incidents have dramatically increased in 2012 which
indeed put a threat on services over Satellites, ARABSAT Operations
Center/AOC had recorded 316 Incidents in 2012
 ARABSAT has faced several jamming incidents from geographical places in
MENA Regions and East Africa
RFI statistics 2012
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Examples of Interferences
Analyzing, Detection of the Harmful Interference and then Geo-localization
using state of the ART Ground Systems
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Escalation By Satellite Operators

 Based on the Technical Report of the Geo-localization
System, ARABSAT informs the affected party and the concerned
entity where the RF Interference is emitted.
 Then, the case will be escalated to the Regulatory , ARABSAT
notifies Saudi Regulatory who will in -turn informs the ITU.

 Escalation to ITU and accordingly existing actions by ITU do not
help in stopping Harmful Interference.

Way Forward and Recommendation

 The practice of deliberate interference with broadcast signals is a
violation of rules of the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU). Therefore, to enable ITU taking a solid actions. There shall be
joint efforts from Satellite Operators, System Manufacturers for
standardization of Geo-localization to speed up escalation process
and give confidence on the report especially if two incidents
claimed by two different operators to ITU showing same location of
Interference
 ITU shall have its own Geo-localization facility to confirm the Report
received from Satellite operators concerning International jamming.
 Confirming the Geo-localization Report by ITU will strengthen its
position in conveying the message to the concerned county with the
Harmful Interference. This will be the baseline for any escalation to
be taken by ITU.

www.arabsat.com
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